Testing Accommodations: Medical Rest Period Student Agreement

Center for Accessible Resources (CAR)

All students using medical rest period testing accommodations are responsible for understanding the following:

- If a student leaves the testing room during this time, all personal belongings and testing materials must remain in the testing room with the proctor.
- Tests will be broken up into sections to allow for breaks.
- Students may not look back at previous sections of the test upon returning from a break or at the end of the test.

I have read and understand the agreement for students using medical rest period testing accommodations requested through the Center for Accessible Resources at Lane Community College.

Date: __________________

Signature: __________________________________________________________

Print Name: __________________________________________________________

To request this information in an alternate format, please contact the Center for Accessible Resources at (541) 463-5150 or accessibleresources@lanecc.edu

Lane Community College complies with all applicable federal and state laws regarding non-discrimination, equal opportunity, affirmative action, and providing reasonable accommodations for persons with disabilities.